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Getting Started/Tips

Getting Started/Tips
To get started, sign in with your existing Amazon account email and password or create a new
account at http://videodirect.amazon.com. Once you set up your account and format your video
files/artwork, you can submit content to buy/rent on Prime Video using Prime Video Direct.

Account Reminders
Before you start publishing, please take a moment to review these tips to help maintain your PVD account:
• The email listed under Primary Account Details, Your Amazon Account, and Your Business Profile must
match. Update accordingly to avoid lock-outs.
• Remember to update your phone number if it changes.
• Add multiple users to avoid any issues in the event of a lockout or forgotten password.

• Avoid creating multiple accounts, if possible.
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Getting Started – 3 “Must Have” Assets and Top Tips
There are 3 major assets you need to have before getting started:
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Description

Common
Errors

Top Tips

Mezzanine File

A mezzanine file is a compressed master video file used to
produce additional compressed video streams and
downloads. We automatically prepare your file for use
across all platforms and streaming qualities. See Mezzanine
Requirements for more information.
• Watermark/Logo/URL
• Mismatched video and audio durations
• Extended silent periods, silent audio channels

• Use Interra Baton software to perform quality control
on video files prior to delivery.
• Choose "constant frame rate" instead of "variable
frame rate."
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Captions File

Amazon is a customer-obsessed company and captions help
ensure a consistent viewing experience for all customers,
including those who might be hearing-impaired, are non-native
English speakers. See Captions Requirements for more details.

• Out of sync/incoherent
• Improper time-code (hours:minutes:seconds,milliseconds)
• Improper formatting

• Download this collection of sample files to help understand
required formats.
• Ensure captions are in sync by playing the video and looking
at timecodes at the beginning, middle, and end.
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Key Art / Graph Assets

Key art represents your title on Prime Video. Key art is
required in two aspect ratios for episodic/standalone titles
and must display your exact title name. See Art
Requirements for more information.

• Padded images/Stretched/narrowed images
• Title name not displayed
• Improper Aspect Ratio.

• For additional details and examples of key art, see
the Graphic Assets Guide.
• Create original images, don't use borders or padding
and don't stretch or narrow images to fit the aspect
ratio.

All titles undergo a multi-factor review to help ensure they meet our policies and guidelines. Be sure to check our
Errors and Troubleshooting support page as well as our Content Policy Guidelines.
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Submission Requirements and
Process Overview
To submit content for buy/rent access via PVD you need to meet our minimum submission
requirements which includes title metadata and assets like a mezzanine file, captions, and key art.
You can start the title submission process once you upload the required metadata and assets.
Note: All content submitted through Prime Video Direct is made available at the sole discretion of
Amazon.
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Submission Requirements Checklist
All titles must include the following metadata and assets before they can be submitted for licensing consideration.
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Asset Name

Description

Support Page Link

Title Name

This is how customers will be able to identify and search for your title. The title name must be displayed on your graphic assets exactly as it's entered
in this field.

Title Name

Category

This indicates the type of programming and usually corresponds to its duration (like movie, short film, educational, or clips). Note: we are no longer
accepting unsolicited submissions for non-fiction or short form content.

Category Definitions

Title Metadata Language

This is the language of the Title Name, synopsis, and title details. Available locations are based on the metadata language you select when adding a
title.

Location Requirements

Synopsis

This is a short description of your title, what it's about, and how to describe it. The Synopsis is presented to customers when they view the title detail
page so it’s best to make it both informative and interesting.

Synopsis

Genre

Genres help viewers know the stylistic format they can expect (like science fiction, comedy, or drama). We also use them in search, personalization,
and categorization of content. Note: Prime video may add or remove genres to improve discoverability.

Genre Definitions

Country of Origin

The most significant factor to consider when determining the country of origin of a work is the place of establishment of the production company (or
companies).

Country of Origin

Rating

Regulators or organizations in each marketplace create ratings criteria for movies and TV shows, however if your title is not officially rated, you must
select Suggested Rating - Title not officially rated.

Rating

Cast and Crew Information

A minimum of one crew member must be added, but we recommend that you also enter at least key actors for improved search discoverability on
Prime Video. If you're publishing a movie or TV show, then you must provide a Director.

Cast and Crew

Mezzanine File

Prime Video Direct supports video resolutions up to 1920x1080p. (4K UHD content isn't supported at this time.) Our software automatically adjusts
the delivery streams to a resolution appropriate to the customer's device and connection speed

Mezzanine Requirements

Captions File

Amazon is a customer-obsessed company and captions help ensure a consistent viewing experience for all customers, including those who might be
hearing-impaired, are non-native English speakers. English captions are required for all titles in the US.

Caption Requirements

Key Art

Key art represents your title on Prime Video. Key art is required in two aspect ratios for episodic and standalone titles and must display your exact
title name. Avoid

Art Requirements

Availability Options

You can select which territories and offer types you want to submit for licensing consideration (remember, eligible locations depend on the
metadata language you selected when adding your title).

Royalty Information

Title Submission Overview
When you have uploaded all the necessary assets and clicked the “Submit for review” button, your title has to go through a process we
call “Publishing”. Here are the steps that happen after you click Submit for review:
1

2

Delivery
Delivery captures all of your
metadata and assets and
gets them ready for
ingestion within our
encoding systems.
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4
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Encoding

Licensing Consideration

Publish

Post-Licensing Review

Encoding makes sure that
your assets meet our
technical requirements and
turns them into something
our customers can play on
their devices.

Before a licensing decision
can be made, we assess
your submission through a
series of automated and
manual reviews.

Publishing takes all of the
pieces that have been
reviewed and merges them
together to create a title
listing in the Prime Video
catalog.

Prime Video conducts
regular reviews using
customer signals and
viewing behavior to
determine which titles are
resonating with customers.

While we strive for prompt review and licensing decisions, it may take up to three weeks for us to complete automated and manual review of your title.

All status update will be communicated via your PVD provider portal so be sure to check the status of your title early and often.
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Creating a Title Entry

Creating a Title Entry:
Standalone Titles and Episodic Titles
Titles submitted for licensing consideration on can be standalone or episodic. A standalone
title consists of a single video that isn’t part of a larger collection of a series. An episodic title
consists of multiple episodes that comprise a season. Important: Choose carefully whether to
create a standalone or episodic title. You can’t switch types later without starting over.
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Creating a Title Entry – Part 1
Choose carefully between creating a standalone or episodic title. You cannot switch types later on without starting over.
1

2

3

Instructions
To create a title entry, sign in to your Prime Video Direct account and complete the following steps:
1) Click Your Videos
2) Click Standalone or Episodic
3) Click Add Title or Add Series. This will create a pop-up box where you will be asked to fill out the Title Name, choose the Category, and
select the Title Metadata Language.
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Creating a Title Entry – Part 2
When you click “Add Title,” the Category and Title Metadata Language dictate everything about the title. Please read the
support pages as well as the callouts below, and click the info icons so you fully understand how to correctly create a title listing

The title name must also be displayed on your Key Art exactly as
it’s listed here.

The Category describes what kind of title you’re creating. NOTE:
The duration of your title can determine the Category type.

1

2

3
The Title Metadata Language determines where you can submit
for licensing consideration (the Metadata Language needs to
match the Language of the territory you wish to publish to).

Instructions
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1.
2.
3.

Enter your Title Name. Be sure to avoid using all caps or special characters when entering your title.
Choose the Category for your title. Note: this often depends on your title’s duration.
Choose a Title Metadata Language that corresponds to the location you want to submit to.

Selecting a Category
The category describes what kind of title you’re publishing and helps customers find content they’re interested in.
Category Type

Definition

Movies

Professionally produced content containing a storyline with a runtime of 40 minutes or more.

TV Shows

Professionally produced content containing a storyline with episode runtimes that typically exceed 10 minutes.

Short Films

Professionally produced content containing a storyline with a runtime of 40 minutes or less for standalone content or 10 minutes or less for episodes.

Clips

Content which is short in duration (runtime of approximately 10 minutes or less). Selecting Clips adds “clip” to the beginning of your title on the title
detail page.

Concerts and Performances

Content of a performer or group of performers presenting one or more works of art, including live performances.

Educational

Content which is instructional or educational in nature.

Interviews

Content containing one-on-one or one-to-many conversations in a question and answer forum.

Music Videos

Content integrating music and imagery, including film rendition of a recorded song.

Reporting and Journalism

Professionally produced content containing informative discussion or opinion related to events, ideas, or individuals.

Sporting Events

Content of a broadcast of sanctioned athletic or sporting events.

Instructions
1.
2.
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Note: When selecting the Category, the duration of your title can determine which category the title fits into.
Reminder: Prime Video Direct does not accept silent films, ambient films or content that does not rely on a video experience (e.g., content
consisting of static image(s) and/or content lacking significant visual variation).

Title Metadata Language and Available Locations
Available locations are based on the metadata language you select when adding a title. Your title name, synopsis, and either
audio or captions must also match the metadata language in order to submit content to a given location.

Location/Territory Supported Metadata Language
United States

English (US, UK)

United Kingdom

English (US, UK)

Germany

German

Japan

Japanese

Instructions
Prime Video Direct allows video providers to publish to select marketplaces, including the US, UK, Germany, and Japan (the ability to publish in
additional territories is by invitation only). Locations listed on the Availability tab are based on the metadata language selected when adding a
title.

1.
2.
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To add a location, select the metadata language that corresponds to the location you want to publish to (i.e. English metadata language for
U.S. and UK, German metadata language for Germany, or Japanese metadata language for Japan).
See the following for more information: Location requirements, Supported languages and Caption (timed text) information.

Catalog Listing Tab – Part 1
After you add your title, you will be asked to fill out the Catalog Listing which includes the metadata and Graphic Assets.

Enter the Title Name and Synopsis in the language you chose for
Title Metadata Language. For example, if you choose German
Title Metadata Lang, enter the Title and Synopsis in German.

1

Pay attention to character counter below your Synopsis as some
language alphabets (e.g. Japanese) contain letters and symbols
that count as more than one character.

2

Genres help viewers know the stylistic format they can expect.
You can select up to 3, but Prime Video may add or remove
genres to improve customer discoverability.

3
4

Instructions
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Enter your Title Name. Avoid using HTML, all caps, ellipses, and special characters.
Enter your Synopsis. Avoid using HTML, all caps, ellipses, special characters (emoji or “enter key”) and delivery type (4K, HD, etc.).
Choose up to three suggested Genres. For a complete list, see Genre Definitions.
Enter at least one Country of Origin where the production company responsible for this work was established.

Catalog Listing Tab – Part 2
To complete the catalog listing tab you will also need to choose a rating and upload graphic assets.

Ratings represent the audience suitability for issues like sex, violence,
substance abuse, profanity, or other types of mature content. Episodic
Titles are rated at the Season level.

Standalone Key Art requirements: 1200x1600 (3:4), 1920 x 1080 (16:9).
Episodic Key Art requirements: 1600x1200 (4:3), 1920 x 1080 (16:9).
Note: Your Title Name must be displayed on all Key Art

1

2

3

Instructions
1.

2.
3.
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Choose a Rating for your title from the drop-down. If your title is not rated by an official organization, select Suggested Rating - Title not
officially rated.
Click Browse to add Key Art and an optional Background Image. Provide all graphic assets in the .jpg or .png file formats and review the
Graphic Assets Guide for additional tips and guidelines.
Click Save once you’ve entered all of the required information on the catalog listing tab.
NOTE: If you save your media assets on Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3), you can use your S3 account to add files for publishing to
Prime Video Direct.

Cast & Crew Tab
This section allows you to list people who starred-in and/or produced the movie. The people listed here will show up on the
detail page of the title once it's published.

The Studio/Creator will appear on the title detail page.

You must enter at least one Crew member. A Director
is required if you’re publishing a “Movie” or “TV Show”

Cast members are optional, but are highly
recommended for the main characters. The top 2-4
cast members will be displayed on the title detail page.

1

2

3

4

Instructions
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Enter the Studio/Creator name.
Enter at last one crew member. If you're publishing a movie or TV show, you must enter a Director.
Enter cast members, reorder the list by using the up and down arrow buttons, or delete an entry by clicking X.
Click Save once you’ve entered the required information on the Cast & Crew tab.

Video Assets Tab
PVD supports video resolutions up to 1920x1080p and we automatically adjust delivery streams to match the customer’s device
and connection.

1

2

Your mezzanine language or captions
language must match the Title Metadata
Language.

3

NOTE: An English captions file is required
for all titles published in the U.S.

Trailers are only supported for
standalone content and cannot exceed 6
minutes in duration.

4

Instructions
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1. Click browse to upload your mezzanine (video/audio) file. See Mezzanine Requirements for more information.
2. Click browse to upload your captions file. See Captions Requirements for more information.
3. Click browse to upload a trailer.
4. Click Save once you’ve uploaded the required video assets.
NOTE: If you save your media assets on Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3), you can use your S3 account to add files
for publishing to Prime Video Direct.

Standalone Title: Availability Tab
Locations are based on the metadata language you
selected when creating your title. To add a new
location you will need to add the metadata language
that corresponds to that location (German for
Germany, Japanese for Japan).

1
Choose offer type, offer windows, and locations for
your title. If you choose a specific release date, your
title will go live at 12AM in whichever time-zone you’re
publishing from.

2

Amazon reserves the right to change custom prices.

3

Instructions
1.

2.
3.
4.
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Click the boxes under each section to choose Location and Offer Type (Buy, Rent)Click the three dots next to the offer type to set start/end
dates for your title, or choose ASAP.
Choose preset or custom pricing for Buy/Rent titles. If you choose preset pricing, you can then choose base or value options.
Click Save after you’ve specified availability and offer types.
Click Submit for Review only after you’ve entered the required metadata/assets on every tab.

Episodic Title: Add Seasons/Edit Series

1

Click the Add Season button to add seasons or edit your series. You
can add multiple seasons to a title but will not be able to submit
for review until all episodes/assets are uploaded.

2

Choosing the edit series option will open up this page. Here you
can update the Series Name, Category, and Synopsis. Remember,
category type is often determined by the duration of each episode.

3

Instructions
To add a season or edit a series:
1. Click on the title entry
2. Click on the add series dropdown and select add season or edit series. To add a season you will need to fill out the catalog listing tab for
the season and provide metadata/assets for each individual episode.
3. Click save after you’ve edited the series accordingly.
16

Episodic Title: Episodes Tab
You need at least 1 episode to publish a season, and
at least 3 episodes to choose “buy season” option
later on.

Each episode requires a mezzanine and captions file.
Key Art is optional for Episodic Titles. Note: if no
Key Art is provided, the season level Key Art (4:3)
will be used by default on the title detail page.

You cannot add or delete episodes if you submit a
season with “buy season” offer type.

1

2

3
4

Instructions
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Enter the Title Name, Synopsis and Original release date for each episode
Click Browse to upload the Mezzanine and Captions file (key art is optional for each episode).
Click Add Episode to create another episode within as season.
Click Save once you’ve added all of your episodes.

Episodic Title: Availability Tab
If you press submit button with “buy season” offer type, you cannot add
or delete episodes later. Removing “buy season” offer type later on will
not bypass this restriction.

Choose offer type, offer windows, and locations for your title. If you
choose a specific release date, your title will go live at 12AM in
whichever time-zone you’re publishing from. If you choose “buy season”
offer type, customers will be able to buy episodes as well by default.

1

2
Amazon reserves the right to change custom prices. When preset pricing
is chosen for “Buy Season”, the episode price will be multiplied by the
number of episodes and then given a 15% discount.

3

4

Instructions
1.

2.
3.
4.
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Click the boxes under each section to choose Location and Offer Type (Buy/Rent). Click the three dots next to the offer type to set start/end dates
for your title, or choose ASAP (Prime offers must be available for at least 30 days)
Choose preset or custom pricing for Buy/Rent titles. If you choose preset pricing, you can then choose base or value options.
Click Save after you’ve specified availability and offer types.
Click submit for review only after you’ve entered the required metadata/assets on every tab.

Asset Requirements

Graphic Assets / Key Art
Graphic assets represent your title in search results and on title detail pages.
See Graphic Assets Guide for more details.
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Standalone and Episodic Titles: Key Art
On many devices, we display key art for standalone content in 3:4 aspect ratio; and we display key art for episodic content in 4:3
aspect ratio. Key art for both standalone and episodic content is usually displayed in 16:9 aspect ratio on devices like the Fire TV.

Key Art
Submit .jpg or .png file format images at the following
dimensions:
•
•
•

Standalone titles 1200x1600 (3:4)
Episodic titles 1600x1200 (4:3)
Both standalone and episodic titles 1920 x 1080 (16:9)

Background Images
These appear on device detail screens. These images convey
the mood of your content. Submit .jpg or .png file format
images at 1920x1080 resolution.

Note: For additional details and examples of key art, see the Graphic Assets Guide. Prime Video reserves the right to determine the appropriateness of images and to
accept or reject any images because they are offensive or otherwise at our discretion.
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Common Key Art Errors: Padded Images and Stretched/Narrowed Images
Padded Images
Avoid using borders/bars along one or more sides, or multiple images (particularly stills resulting in odd empty spaces). Avoid using
letterboxing or pillar-boxing to fit images to spec, and do not place one key art asset into the frame of another key art asset. Examples below:

Stretched or Narrowed Images
Do not stretch/skew/distort art to create another asset. New images must be created for each piece of key art 16:9, 4:3, 3:4 and so on.
Examples below:

X
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Common Key Art Errors: Title Name Not Displayed on Key Art
Title Name Not Displayed on Key Art
Key Art must display the title name verbatim to what is listed in the Title Name field in your Catalog Listing tab. The title should also be legible
even when scaling to smaller sizes and there should be enough contrast to separate the title from the background (see below).

X
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Common Key Art Errors - Continued
Ratings, Delivery Type, Resolution
Key Art cannot display a title’s rating, delivery type (“DVD”, “Available on Prime”), or resolution
(1080p, 4K, UHD). See Key Art Requirements for more information.

Weapons
We avoid using violence in Amazon graphics. The appearance of guns and other weapons isn't
acceptable. If an alternate image isn’t available, use discretion. Additionally, avoid key art in which
a weapon is pointing at the viewer or other figures within the image.

Violence
Graphic assets cannot depict excessive gore. Images containing realistic/non-stylized or life-like
depictions of deceased human characters (actual or fiction) are not permissible for cover art or
primary marketing graphics

Sex & Drugs
Avoid images that depict drug usage, alcohol, nudity, or are sexually explicit.
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Mezzanine (Video/Audio)
A mezzanine file is a compressed master video file used to produce additional compressed video
streams and downloads. We automatically prepare your file for use across all platforms and
streaming qualities.
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Mezzanine Overview

Video
• Source files must not contain bars and tone, test patterns,
production slates, textless material, or any other non-program
content (whether intentional or not).
• All video assets uploaded to Prime Video Direct must have a
progressive scan type. If your video contains interlace, please
choose the “deinterlace” function on your video
editing/transcoding software when exporting your video.

• The file header must accurately describe the display aspect ratio
of the content. Anamorphic sources must include accurate 4:3 or
16:9 display aspect ratio flags.
• Please see for more information on codecs, file formats
(containers), and bitrates in the Codecs and file formats section.
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Audio
• All audio tracks in a source must be in the same language.

• The audio track must only contain one full audio mix. Remove
any additional audio tracks, including silent tracks, prior to
uploading to Prime Video Direct.
• Audio duration and video duration must match.
• All embedded audio must meet one of the following channel
configurations:
o 1-Channel Mono
o 2-Channel Stereo: Left-Right
o 6-Channel 5.1 Surround Sound: Left-Right-Center-LFE-Left
Surround-Right Surround
o 8-Channel 5.1 Surround Sound + Stereo: Left-Right-CenterLFE-Left Surround-Right Surround-Left Stereo Total-Right
Stereo Total

Codecs and File Formats
A codec is a device or computer program which encodes or decodes a digital data stream or signal. Codecs speed up
downloads by using an algorithm to encode (or shrink) a signal for transmission and then decode it for viewing.

AVC/H.264
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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Supported Containers: .mp4, .m2t, .ts
Note H.264 video in .mov wrappers
aren’t supported.
Profile: High
Bitrate for HD Resolution: 30 Mbps
Bitrate for SD Resolution: 15 Mbps
Key Frame Interval: 2 seconds (or less)
Audio Format: AC-3 or AAC
Bitrate for AC-3 Audio:
o 5.1 – Bitrate: 448 Kbps, Sample
Rate: 48 kHz
o Stereo – Bitrate: 192 Kbps, Sample
Rate: 48 kHz
Bitrate for AAC Audio:
o 5.1 – Bitrate: 768 Kbps, Sample
Rate: 48 kHz
o Stereo – Bitrate: 320 Kbps, Sample
Rate: 48 kHz

Pro-Res 422
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Supported Containers: .mov
Profile: HQ
Bitrate for HD Resolution: 220 Mbps
Bitrate for SD Resolution: 110 Mbps
Key Frame Interval: Not applicable. ProRes files are I-Frame only.
Audio Format: PCM
Audio Bitrate: Lossless, Sample Rate: 48
kHz

MPEG-2
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Supported Containers: .mpg, .mpeg,
.m2t, .m2ts, .ts
Profile: Main
Bitrate for HD Resolution: 80 Mbps
Bitrate for SD Resolution: 50 Mbps
Key Frame Interval: 1-second or less. IFrame only preferred.
Audio Format: PCM or MPEG Layer II
Bitrate for PCM Audio:
o 5.1 – Lossless, Sample Rate: 48 kHz
o Stereo - Lossless, Sample Rate: 48
kHz
Bitrate for MPEG Layer II Audio:
o 5.1 – Data Rate: 768 Kbps, Sample
Rate: 48 kHz
o Stereo – Bitrate: 384 Kbps, Sample
Rate: 48 kHz

Resolutions and Display Aspect Ratio
Our software automatically adjusts the delivery streams to a resolution appropriate to the customer’s device and connection speed. If
you submit a 1080p HD video, and a customer streams it in SD, we automatically adjust it for you. For best results, please upload your
highest quality video source. After initial publishing, if you submit a revised mezzanine or trailer, it must be at least the same resolution.

Common Resolutions for SD Video

Display aspect ratios

• 640x480 (4:3 aspect ratio)
• 640x360 (16:9 aspect ratio)

The display aspect ratio defines the proportional relationship
between the video's width and height. We support the following
display aspect ratios:

Common Resolutions for HD Video

• 4:3 (format most common for SD video)

• 1280x720 (16:9 aspect ratio)
• 1920x1080 (16:9 aspect ratio)

• 1.66:1

• 16:9 (standard format for HD video)
• 1.85:1 (35 mm film standard for US/UK widescreen releases)
• 2:1
• 2.20:1 (70 mm film standard)

• 2.35:1 (35 mm anamorphic standard prior to 1970)
• 2.39:1 (35 mm anamorphic standard since 1970)
• 2.40:1 (anamorphic standard for Blu-ray film at 1920×800)
Note: 4K UHD video isn't currently supported.
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Video Frame Rates and Bitrates
Frame rate measures how many still images appear on the screen over the span of one second, indicating how smooth the
video looks whereas bitrate serves as a more general indicator of quality

Frame Rates

Bitrates

Prime Video Direct supports video sources with the following frame
rates: 23.976, 24, 25, 29.97, and 30 frames per second (FPS). For best
results, we recommend exporting your videos at the same frame rate
at which the content was shot and edited. If you don’t know what
frame rate your content was shot in, select Current or Same as
Source when exporting your video. If your footage exceeds 30 FPS,
you should encode your video at half that frame rate. For example, if
content was shot at 60 FPS, encode your final video at 30 FPS.

Bitrate (also known as data rate) controls the visual quality of the
video and its file size. Bitrate for source files is commonly measured
in Megabits per second (Mbps). If your video editing software gives
you the option, choose a “variable” bitrate. Best practices for video
and audio bitrates vary by video format and resolution. Please see
the Codecs and file formats section for suggested bitrates.

Important: Always choose "constant" frame rate instead of
"variable" frame rate. Variable frame rate sources will be rejected.
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Troubleshoot Common Video File Errors
Corrupted mezzanine files
Fix: Play the video at beginning and other random points throughout the video. The audio and video should be in sync and play as expected. If
this test fails, re-encode the mezzanine file, and then repeat the verification test. If the video plays as expected, re-submit the mezzanine file to
Prime Video Direct.

Mismatched duration for audio/video tracks
Fix: In your video post-production software, verify that the audio and video tracks are the same total duration. There are also free tools
available that you can find on our Mezzanine Requirements page that will provide information about your mezzanine file, including the
duration of video and audio streams. If there is a duration mismatch, re-encode the mezzanine file. After re-encoding, verify that your file plays
properly in your video player and use a tool to verify durations. Submit the new file to Prime Video Direct.

Remux your mezzanine file
Fix: Remuxing your file to a different container type might fix the problem. Unlike encoding your mezzanine from source files, remuxing
extracts and repackages the streams within an existing file to a different container type without re-encoding the video. For example, you can
remux from .mpeg to .mpg or .vob to .mpg. After creating a remuxed mezzanine, play the video at beginning and other random points
throughout the video. The audio and video should be in sync and play as expected. You can also check for mismatched durations as described
in the previous section. Submit the new file to Prime Video Direct.

Re-encode your source file to a different format
Fix: Re-encoding your source files to a different mezzanine format might fix the problem. Prime Video Direct supports multiple formats which
are listed in the Mezzanine Requirements help topic.
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Captions (Timed Text)
Closed captions (CC) are timed text that includes both spoken dialogue and
atmospherics for the deaf and hard of hearing. Captions also help ensure a consistent
viewing experience for all customers, including those who might be hearing-impaired,
are non-native English speakers, or prefer to view videos without sound. English
captions are required for all titles submitted for licensing consideration in the US.
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Caption Requirements
Prime Video accepts a variety of caption formats (.SRT is the most common). Please review this information to help you
create acceptable captions files. We recommend that you submit pop-on captions (captions that appear one to three lines at
a time). If you provide roll-up captions, we must convert them to pop-on, which adds opportunity for error.
The following table lists closed caption requirements by location:
Separate captions file in
localized language

United States

Audio or captions in localized
language

x

United Kingdom

x

Germany

x

Japan

Audio or burned-in subtitles in
localized language

x

For example, if you’ve created a movie with English audio and you want to have German closed captions, here’s how your movie will be
impacted in each location:
•
•
•
•
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U.S. You will not be able to submit your movie with German captions. You are required to have a separate English CC file.
UK: You can submit your movie with German CC because the film already has an English audio track.
Germany: You can submit for licensing consideration in Germany because you’ve added a localized German closed captions file.
Japan: You will need to burn-in Japanese subtitles into the movie. Closed captions aren't toggle-able for customers in Japan, so even if you
upload German CC for the movie, it will not be visible to customers.

Caption Requirements - Continued
Additional Captions Requirements
• All captions files must conform to match the video source (they must be in sync with the video file, adjust fps and time-codes accordingly).
• All dialog in video files requires captions in the native language of the content. English captions are required for all titles published in the
United States. For example, in a movie listed as available in the United States, all dialogue in English or in any other languages spoken in the
movie must have corresponding English language captions.
• If the video source being delivered doesn’t contain localized audio, then text for both forced narrative and dialogue events must be burnedin to the video. For example, a Japanese feature film delivered for distribution in the UK.
• All timed text assets must start with zero-hour time code (i.e. 00:00:00). Assets that don’t adhere to this won’t display at the correct time.
For example, files that have a one-hour offset will not display text until one hour into the video’s run time.
• Prime Video only accepts captions files that are UTF-8 character encoded. When working with a 3rd party captions provider, please ensure
that captions output file is UTF-8 encoded. We provide a collection of sample files for various caption file formats.
• If you have both captions and subtitles available for a title, we prefer to receive Closed Captions/SDH to improve the viewing experience for
customers who are deaf or hard of hearing.
• The language of a title's metadata determines the locations to which it can be published. A mezzanine or caption file matching the
metadata language is required to publish to that location. For supported languages by location, see Location Requirements.
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Captions, Subtitles, and Content Without Dialogue
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Captions

Subtitles

Content without dialogue

Description: Closed captions are timed text assets
that can be turned on or off and include both spoken
dialogue as well as atmospherics for the deaf and
hard of hearing. The following closed captions
formats are accepted by Prime Video:

Description: Subtitles are timed text assets that
include on-screen text of the local dialogue (without
atmospherics). Subtitles are typically burnt in to the
mezzanine. The following subtitle formats are
accepted by Prime Video:

Description: PVD does not accept silent or ambient
titles, however, if your title has extended scenes with
no spoken content, captions should include a
description of the foreground or background audio
elements. Extended silent scenes should be
captioned with [no audio].

• SMPTE-TT (RP-2052) with an .xml file extension
• STL (EBU standard) with a .stl file extension
(Spruce Subtitle file format which also has an .stl
file extension not supported)
• DFXP Full/TTML (Timed Text Markup Language)
with a .dfxp file extension
• iTT (iTunes Timed Text) files with a .iTT file
extension
• SCC (Scenarist Closed Caption) with a .scc file
extension
• SRT (SubRip text file format) with a .srt file
extension
SRT file content information and troubleshooting

•
•
•

DFXP Full / TTML (Timed Text Markup Language)
with a .dfxp file extension
iTT (iTunes Timed Text) files with a .iTT file
extension. iTT is a subset of TTML, version 1.0.
SubRip with a .srt file extension
SRT file content information and
troubleshooting

For background music, if the music is instrumental
(no lyrics), use descriptive words [in brackets] to
accurately convey the mood and tempo of music. If
music contains lyrics, caption the lyrics verbatim. The
lyrics should be introduced with the name of the
artist and the title in brackets. In the event that lyrics
are unclear or in another language, use a descriptive
caption to indicate that to the viewer.

Caption Providers
Creating closed captions files is a technical process that might be challenging for some content providers. We recommend
engaging a 3rd party service to assist in the creation of high-quality captions files. The following is a sampling of providers
that can assist you with video captions.
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Provider

Contact

3Play Media

https://www.3playmedia.com

Dotsub

https://dotsub.com

Media Access Group WGBH-TV

http://main.wgbh.org/wgbh/pages/mag/services/captioning

Rev

https://rev.com

SubPly

http://www.subply.com

Visual Data Media

https://visualdatamedia.com

Vitac

https://vitac.com

Note: Amazon isn’t affiliated with, nor endorses any specific provider. Captions created by a 3rd party may
still receive out of sync or other related errors.

SRT File Content Information and Troubleshooting
An SRT file (otherwise known as a SubRip Text file) is a plain-text file that contains information regarding subtitles, including the start and end
timecodes of your text to ensure your subtitles match your audio, as well as the sequential number of subtitles. SubRip Text file format (.srt) files are
the most common timed text files submitted to Prime Video Direct.

These files require the following elements:
1. A sequential counter number
2. The start and end times for the subtitle's onscreen appearance. The timecode
format is hours:minutes:seconds,milliseconds with time units always two digits,
except for milliseconds expressed in three digits (colons separate the values,
except for a comma used before milliseconds)

3. Subtitle text (one or two lines)
4. A blank line containing no text

Example of correct SRT file contents
1
00:01:16,195 --> 00:01:18,375
Attendees, the bananas are
exceptionally good today.
2
00:01:19,476 --> 00:01:21,115
I encourage you to have one.
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Common SRT File Submission Errors
Plain text error (Missing elements 1 and 2)

Unbound style tags - HTML tags must be balanced
Below note that the u element is fully contained by the i element.

Attendees, the bananas are
exceptionally good today.
I encourage you to have one.

1
00:00:16,353 --> 00:00:19,247
Announcer: It's the <u> <i>contestant's</u> responsibility.</i>

Missing sequential counter (Missing element 1)

Unsupported font element attribute

00:01:16,195 --> 00:01:18,375
Attendees, the bananas are
exceptionally good today.

HTML font element attribute value is missing quotes.
In the following example, the font element parameter of color is
missing the required quotes around #00A8E1. You can use single (')
or double (") quote.

00:01:19,476 --> 00:01:21,115
I encourage you to have one.

Unsupported characters or emojis
1
00:00:00,291 --> 00:00:03,422
♪ (slow beat rock music) ♪
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Wrong
12
00:00:56,123 --> 00:00:59,048
HELLO?
<font color=#00A8E1>ARE YOU THERE?
Correct
12
00:00:56,123 --> 00:00:59,048
HELLO?
<font color="#00A8E1">ARE YOU THERE?</font>

Multi-Language Files and Additional
Metadata Languages
You can now add multiple metadata languages, captions files, and audio tracks to each title entry.
This feature allows you to submit one entry for licensing consideration in multiple territories and
enables more language options for Prime Video customers.
Note: This does not expand territory access for your account. You should only use this feature for
localized assets if you have publishing rights in each territory.
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Multi-Language Files and Additional Metadata Languages
Add metadata languages, timed text files, and/or audio tracks to existing titles.
1
This feature allows you to submit one title in multiple locations
AND/OR multiple language assets in one location. For example, you
can submit for licensing consideration in US/UK and Germany by
adding English and German metadata, as well as English and German
audio and/or captions files.

2

Instructions
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1.

Below your title's name, next to the Title Metadata Language, click Add to choose an additional metadata language.

2.

Enter the title and synopsis in the new metadata language, and then click Save.

Multi-Language Files and Additional Metadata Languages
You can add up to 8 audio tracks, and 20 timed text files per title entry.

If your title is selected for licensing, all audio tracks and timed text files
will publish to all territories selected on the Availability Tab.

1

2
3

Instructions
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1.

On the Video Assets tab, you have the option to add audio files by clicking Add audio file in the Mezzanine and Audio files section.

2.

On the Video Assets tab, in the Timed Text section, click Add timed text.

3.

Press Save to continue on to the Availability Tab. This example will now have US/UK and Germany available for submission.

Multi-Language Files and Additional Metadata Languages
Technical guidelines for audio files and audio channel mapping

Whenever available, 8-channel 5.1 Surround Sound + Stereo is preferred; however, audio files can support mono, stereo, 6-channel surround, and 8channel surround sound + stereo mixes. 5.1 audio delivered without an accompanying stereo mix will automatically be down-mixed to stereo for
customers without 5.1 audio capability.
All of the audio tracks contained in a package must be the same bit depth. For example, an 8-channel MPEG-2 TS with a 24-bit surround-sound track
must also have a 24-bit stereo track. A 24-bit track and a 16-bit track embedded in the same asset will be rejected. For more information about all
title technical specifications, see Technical Specifications.
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Thank you for using

Now that you understand how to create a title entry and do some basic troubleshooting, you’re ready to join thousands of other
content providers and publish your work to millions of Amazon customers worldwide! This guide is a good starting point, but be
sure to check out our support pages to learn even more and make the most of PVD’s self-serve model.

And if you’re ever stuck, you can always reach out to our dedicated Partner Experience Team by filling out the Contact Us form
within the Support section of your PVD account.

